High quality source code is often paired with high level summaries of the computation it performs, for example in code documentation or in descriptions posted in online forums. Such summaries are extremely useful for applications such as code search but are expensive to manually author, hence only done for a small fraction of all code that is produced. In this paper, we present the first completely datadriven approach for generating high level summaries of source code. Our model, CODE-NN , uses Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks with attention to produce sentences that describe C# code snippets and SQL queries. CODE-NN is trained on a new corpus that is automatically collected from StackOverflow, which we release. Experiments demonstrate strong performance on two tasks: (1) code summarization, where we establish the first end-to-end learning results and outperform strong baselines, and (2) code retrieval, where our learned model improves the state of the art on a recently introduced C# benchmark by a large margin.
Introduction
Billions of lines of source code reside in online repositories (Dyer et al., 2013) , and high quality code is often coupled with natural language (NL) in the form of instructions, comments, and documentation. Short summaries of the overall computation the code performs provide a particularly useful form of documentation for a range of applications, such as code search or tutorials. However, such summaries are expensive to manually author. As a result, this laborious process is only done for a small fraction of all code that is produced.
In this paper, we present the first completely data-driven approach for generating short highlevel summaries of source code snippets in natural language. We focus on C#, a general-purpose imperative language, and SQL, a declarative language for querying databases. Figure 1 shows example code snippets with descriptions that summarize the overall function of the code, with the goal to generate high level descriptions, such as lookup a substring in a string. Generating such a summary is often challenging because the text can include complex, non-local aspects of the code (e.g., consider the phrase 'second largest' in Example 3 in Figure 1 ). In addition to being directly useful for interpreting uncommented code, high-quality generation models can also be used for code retrieval, and in turn, for natural language programming by applying nearest neighbor techniques to a large corpus of automatically summarized code.
Natural language generation has traditionally been addressed as a pipeline of modules that decide 'what to say' (content selection) and 'how to say it' (realization) separately (Reiter and Dale, 2000; Wong and Mooney, 2007; Chen et al., 2010; Lu and Ng, 2011) . Such approaches require supervision at each stage and do not scale well to large domains. We instead propose an end-to-end neural network called CODE-NN that jointly performs content selection using an attention mechanism, and surface realization using Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks. The system generates a summary one word at a time, guided by an attention mechanism over embeddings of the source code, and by context from previously generated words provided by a LSTM network (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) . The simplicity of the model allows it to be learned from the training data without the burden of feature engineering (Angeli et al., 2010) or the use of an expensive approximate decoding algorithm (Konstas and Lapata, 2013) .
Our model is trained on a new dataset of code snippets with short descriptions, created using data gathered from Stackoverflow, 1 a popular programming help website. Since access is open and unrestricted, the content is inherently noisy (ungrammatical, non-parsable, lacking content), but as we will see, it still provides strong signal for learning. To reliably evaluate our model, we also collect a clean, human-annotated test set. 2 We evaluate CODE-NN on two tasks: code summarization and code retrieval (Section 2). For summarization, we evaluate using automatic metrics such as METEOR and BLEU-4, together with a human study for naturalness and informativeness of the output. The results show that CODE-NN outperforms a number of strong baselines and, to the best of our knowledge, CODE-NN is the first approach that learns to generate summaries of source code from easily gathered online data. We further use CODE-NN for code retrieval for programming related questions on a recent C# benchmark, and results show that CODE-NN improves the state of the art (Allamanis et al. (2015b) ) for mean reciprocal rank (MRR) by a wide margin.
Tasks
CODE-NN generates a NL summary of source code snippets (GEN task). We have also used CODE-NN on the inverse task to retrieve source code given a question in NL (RET task).
Formally, let U C be the set of all code snippets and U N be the set of all summaries in NL. For a training corpus with J code snippet and summary pairs (c j , n j ), 1 ≤ j ≤ J, c j ∈ U C , n j ∈ U N , we define the following two tasks:
GEN For a given code snippet c ∈ U C , the goal is to produce a NL sentence n * ∈ U N that maximizes some scoring function
RET We also use the scoring function s to retrieve the highest scoring code snippet c * j from our training corpus, given a NL question n ∈ U N :
In this work, s is computed using an LSTM neural attention model, to be described in Section 5.
Related Work
Although we focus on generating high-level summaries of source code snippets, there has been work on producing code descriptions at other levels of abstraction. Movshovitz-Attias and Cohen (2013) study the task of predicting class-level comments by learning n-gram and topic models from open source Java projects and testing it using a character-saving metric on existing comments. Allamanis et al. (2015a) create models for suggesting method and class names by embedding them in a high dimensional continuous space. Sridhara et al. (2010) present a pipeline that generates summaries of Java methods by selecting relevant content and generating phrases using templates to describe them. There is also work on improving program comprehension (Haiduc et al., 2010) , identifying cross-cutting source code concerns (Rastkar et al., 2011) , and summarizing software bug reports (Rastkar et al., 2010) . To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use learning techniques to construct completely new sentences from arbitrary code snippets.
Source code summarization is also related to generation from formal meaning representations. Wong and Mooney (2007) present a system that learns to generate sentences from lambda calculus expressions by inverting a semantic parser. Mei et al. (2016) , Konstas and Lapata (2013) , and Angeli et al. (2010) create learning algorithms for text generation from database records, again assuming data that pairs sentences with formal meaning representations. In contrast, we present algorithms for learning from easily gathered web data.
In the database community, Simitsis and Ioannidis (2009) recognize the need for SQL database systems to talk back to users. Koutrika et al. (2010) built an interactive system (LOGOS) that translates SQL queries to text using NL templates and database schemas. Similarly there has been work on translating SPARQL queries to natural language using rules to create dependency trees for each section of the query, followed by a transformation step to make the output more natural (Ngonga Ngomo et al., 2013) . These approaches are not learning based, and require significant manual template-engineering efforts.
We use recurrent neural networks (RNN) based on LSTMs and neural attention to jointly model source code and NL. Recently, RNN-based approaches have gained popularity for text generation and have been used in machine translation (Sutskever et al., 2011) , image and video description (Karpathy and Li, 2015; Venugopalan et al., 2015; Devlin et al., 2015) , sentence summarization (Rush et al., 2015) , and Chinese poetry generation (Zhang and Lapata, 2014) . Perhaps most closely related, Wen et al. (2015) generate text for spoken dialogue systems with a two-stage approach, comprising an LSTM decoder semantically conditioned on the logical representation of speech acts, and a reranker to generate the final output. In contrast, we design an end-to-end attention-based model for source code.
For code retrieval, Allamanis et al. (2015b) proposed a system that uses Stackoverflow data and web search logs to create models for retrieving C# code snippets given NL questions and vice versa. They construct distributional representations of code structure and language and combine them using additive and multiplicative models to score (code, language) pairs, an approach that could work well for retrieval but cannot be used for generation. We learn a neural generation model without using search logs and show that it can also be used to score code for retrieval, with much higher accuracy.
Synthesizing code from language is an alternative to code retrieval and has been studied in both the Systems and NLP research communities. Giordani and Moschitti (2012), Li and Jagadish (2014) , and Gulwani and Marron (2014) synthesize source code from NL queries for database and spreadsheet applications. Similarly, Lei et al. (2013) interpret NL instructions to machine-executable code, and Kushman and Barzilay (2013) convert language to regular expressions. Unlike most synthesis methods, CODE-NN is domain agnostic, as we demonstrate its applications on both C# and SQL.
Dataset
We collected data from StackOverflow (SO), a popular website for posting programming-related questions. Anonymized versions of all the posts can be freely downloaded. 3 Each post can have multiple tags. Using the C# tag for C# and the sql, database and oracle tags for SQL, we were able to collect 934,464 and 977,623 posts respectively. 4 Each post comprises a short title, a detailed question, and one or more responses, of which one can be marked as accepted. We found that the text in the question and responses is domain-specific and verbose, mixed with details that are irrelevant for our tasks. Also, code snippets in responses that were not accepted were frequently incorrect or tangential to the question asked. Thus, we extracted only the title from the post and use the code snippet from those accepted answers that contain exactly one code snippet (using <code> tags). We add the resulting (title, query) pairs to our corpus, resulting in a total of 145,841 pairs for C# and 41,340 pairs for SQL.
Cleaning We train a semi-supervised classifier to filter titles like 'Difficult C# if then logic' or 'How can I make this query easier to write?' that bear no relation to the corresponding code snippet.
To do so, we annotate 100 titles as being clean or not clean for each language and use them to bootstrap the algorithm. We then use the remaining titles in our training set as an unsupervised signal, and obtain a classification accuracy of over 73% on a manually labeled test set for both languages. For the final dataset, we retain 66,015 C# (title, query) pairs and 32,337 SQL pairs that are classified as clean, and use 80% of these datasets for training, 10% for validation and 10% for testing.
Parsing Given the informal nature of StackOverflow, the code snippets are approximate answers that are usually incomplete. For example, we observe that only 12% of the SQL queries parse without any syntactic errors (using zql 5 ). We therefore aim to perform a best-effort parse of the code snippet, using modified versions of an ANTLR parser for C# (Parr, 2013) and pythonsqlparse (Albrecht, 2015) for SQL. We strip out all comments and to avoid being context specific, we replace literals with tokens denoting their types. In addition, for SQL, we replace table and column names with numbered placeholder tokens while preserving any dependencies in the query. For example, the SQL query in Figure 1 is represented as SELECT MAX(col0) FROM tab0 WHERE col0 < (SELECT MAX(col0) FROM tab0).
Data Statistics
The structural complexity and size of the code snippets in our dataset makes our tasks challenging. More than 40% of our C# corpus comprises snippets with three or more statements and functions, and 20% contains loops and conditionals. Also, over a third of our SQL queries contain one or more subqueries and multiple tables, columns and functions (like MIN, MAX, SUM). On average, our C# snippets are 38 tokens long and the queries in our corpus are 46 tokens long, while titles are 9-12 words long. Table 2 shows the complete data statistics.
Human Annotation For the GEN task, we use n-gram based metrics (see Section 6.1.2) of the summary generated by our model with respect to the actual title in our corpus. Titles can be short, and a given code snippet can be described in many different ways with little overlapping content between them. For example, the descriptions for the second code snippet in Figure 1 share very few words with each other. To address these limita- tions, we extend our test set by asking human annotators to provide two additional titles for 200 snippets chosen at random from the test set, making a total of three reference titles for each code snippet. To collect this data, annotators were shown only the code snippets and were asked to write a short summary after looking at a few example summaries. They were also asked to "think of a question that they could ask on a programming help website, to get the code snippet as a response." This encouraged them to briefly describe the key feature that the code is trying to demonstrate. We use half of this test set for model tuning (DEV, see Section 5) and the rest for evaluation (EVAL).
The CODE-NN Model
Description We present an end-to-end generation system that performs content selection and surface realization jointly. Our approach uses an attention-based neural network to model the conditional distribution of a NL summary n given a code snippet c. Specifically, we use an LSTM model that is guided by attention on the source code snippet to generate a summary one word at a time, as shown in Figure 2 . 6 Formally, we represent a NL summary n = n 1 , . . . , n l as a sequence of 1-hot vectors
Figure 2: Generation of a title n = n 1 , . . . , END given code snippet c 1 , ..., c k . The attention cell computes a distributional representation t i of the code snippet based on the current LSTM hidden state h i . A combination of t i and h i is used to generate the next word, n i , which feeds back into the next LSTM cell. This is repeated until a fixed number of words or END is generated. ∝ blocks denote softmax operations. n 1 , . . . , n l ∈ {0, 1} |N | , where N is the vocabulary of the summaries. Our model computes the probability of n (scoring function s in Eq. 1) as a product of the conditional next-word probabilities
where, W ∈ R |N |×H and W 1 , W 2 ∈ R H×H , H being the embedding dimensionality of the summaries. t i is the contribution from the attention model on the source code (see below). h i represents the hidden state of the LSTM cell at the current time step and is computed based on the previously generated word, the previous LSTM cell state m i−1 and the previous LSTM hidden state h i−1 as
where E ∈ R |N |×H is a word embedding matrix for the summaries. We compute f using the LSTM cell architecture used by Zaremba et al. (2014) .
Attention The generation of each word is guided by a global attention model (Luong et al., 2015) , which computes a weighted sum of the embeddings of the code snippet tokens based on the current LSTM state (see right part in Figure 2 ). Formally, we represent c as a set of 1-hot vectors c 1 , . . . , c k ∈ {0, 1} |C| for each source code token; C is the vocabulary of all tokens in our code snippets. Our attention model computes,
where F ∈ R |C|×H is a token embedding matrix and each α i,j is proportional to the dot product between the current internal LSTM hidden state h i and the corresponding token embedding c j :
Training We perform supervised end-to-end training using backpropagation (Werbos, 1990) to learn the parameters of the embedding matrices F and E, transformation matrices W, W 1 and W 2 , and parameters θ of the LSTM cell that computes f . We use multiple epochs of minibatch stochastic gradient descent and update all parameters to minimize the negative log likelihood (NLL) of our training set. To prevent over-fitting we make use of dropout layers (Srivastava et al., 2014) at the summary embeddings and the output softmax layer. Using pre-trained embeddings (Mikolov et al., (2013) ) for the summary embedding matrix or adding additional LSTM layers did not improve performance for the GEN task. Since the NLL training objective does not directly optimize for our evaluation metric (METEOR), we compute METEOR (see Section 6.1.2) on a small development set (DEV) after every epoch and save the intermediate model that gives the maximum score, as the final model.
Decoding Given a trained model and an input code snippet c, finding the most optimal title entails generating the title n * that maximizes s(c, n) (see Eq. 1). We approximate n * by performing beam search on the space of all possible summaries using the model output.
Implementation Details We add special START and END tokens to our training sequences and replace all tokens and output words occurring with a frequency of less than 3 with an UNK token, making |C| = 31, 667 and |N | = 7, 470 for C# and |C| = 747 and |N | = 2, 506 for SQL. Our hyper-parameters are set based on performance on the validation set. We use a minibatch size of 100 and set the dimensionality of the LSTM hidden states, token embeddings, and summary embeddings (H) to 400. We initialize all model parameters uniformly between −0.35 and 0.35. We start with a learning rate of 0.5 and start decaying it by a factor of 0.8 after 60 epochs if accuracy on the validation set goes down, and terminate training when the learning rate goes below 0.001. We cap the parameter gradients to 5 and use a dropout rate of 0.5. We use the Torch framework 7 to train our models on GPUs. Training runs for about 80 epochs and takes approximately 7 hours. We compute METEOR score at every epoch on the development set (DEV) to choose the best final model, with the best results obtained between 60 and 70 epochs. For decoding, we set the beam size to 10, and the maximum summary length to 20 words.
6 Experimental Setup 6.1 GEN Task
Baselines
For the GEN task, we compare CODE-NN with a number of competitive systems, none of which had been previously applied to generate text from source code, and hence we adapt them slightly for this task, as explained below.
IR is an information retrieval baseline that outputs the title associated with the code c j in the training set that is closest to the input code c in terms of token Levenshtein distance. In this case s from Eq.1 becomes, Koehn et al., 2007 ) is a popular phrase-based machine translation system. We perform generation by treating the tokenized code snippet as the source language, and the title as the target. We train a 3-gram language model using KenLM (Heafield, 2011) to use with MOSES, and perform MIRA-based tuning (Cherry and Foster, 2012) of hyper-parameters using DEV.
SUM-NN is the neural attention-based abstractive summarization model of Rush et al. (2015) .
7 http://torch.ch
It uses an encoder-decoder architecture with an attention mechanism based on a fixed context window of previously generated words. The decoder is a feed-forward neural language model that generates the next word based on previous words in a context window of size k. In contrast, we decode using an LSTM network that can model long range dependencies and our attention weights are tied to the LSTM hidden states. We set the embedding and hidden state dimensions and context window size by tuning on our validation set. We found this model to generate overly short titles like 'sql server 2008' when a length restriction was not imposed on the output text. Therefore, we fix the output length to be the average title length in the training set while decoding.
Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the GEN task using automatic metrics, and also perform a human study.
Automatic Evaluation
We report METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) and sentence level BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002) scores. ME-TEOR is recall-oriented and measures how well our model captures content from the references in our output. BLEU-4 measures the average n-gram precision on a set of reference sentences, with a penalty for overly short sentences. Since the generated summaries are short and there are multiple alternate summaries for a given code snippet, higher order n-grams may not overlap. We remedy this problem by using +1 smoothing (Lin and Och, 2004) . We compute these metrics on the tuning set DEV and the held-out evaluation set EVAL.
Human Evaluation Since automatic metrics do not always agree with the actual quality of the results (Stent et al., 2005) , we perform human evaluation studies to measure the output of our system and baselines across two modalities, namely naturalness and informativeness. For the former, we asked 5 native English speakers to rate each title against grammaticality and fluency, on a scale between 1 and 5. For informativeness (i.e., the amount of content carried over from the input code to the NL summary, ignoring fluency of the text), we asked 5 human evaluators familiar with C# and SQL to evaluate the system output by rating the factual overlap of the summary with the reference titles, on a scale between 1 and 5. 6.2 RET task 6.2.1 Model and Baselines CODE-NN As described in Section 2, for a given NL question n in the RET task, we rank all code snippets c j in our corpus by computing the scoring function s(c j , n), and return the query c * j that maximizes it (Eq. 2).
RET-IR is an information retrieval baseline that ranks the candidate code snippets using cosine similarity between the given NL question n and all summaries n j in the retrieval set, based on their vector representations using TF-IDF weights over unigrams. The scoring function s in Eq. 2 becomes:
Evaluation Metrics
We assess ranking quality by computing the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) of c * j . For every snippet c j in EVAL (and DEV), we use two of the three references (title and human annotation), namely n j,1 , n j,2 . We then build a retrieval set comprising (c j , n j,1 ) together with 49 random distractor pairs (c , n ), c = c j from the test set. Using n j,2 as the natural language question, we rank all 50 items in this retrieval set and use the rank of query c * j to compute MRR. We average MRR over all returned queries c * j in the test set, and repeat this experiment for several different random sets of distractors.
Tasks from Allamanis et al. (2015b)
Allamanis et al. (2015b) take a retrieval approach to answer C# related natural language questions (L to C), similar to our RET task. In addition, they also use retrieval to summarize C# source code (C to L) and evaluate both tasks using the MRR metric. Although they also use data from Stackoverflow, their dataset preparation and cleaning methods differs significantly from ours. For example, they filter out posts where the question has fewer than 2 votes, the answer has fewer than 3 votes, or the post has fewer than 1000 views. Additionally, they also filter code snippets that cannot be parsed by Roslyn (.NET compiler) or are longer than 300 characters. Thus, to directly compare with their model, we re-train our generation model on their dataset and use our model score for retrieval of both code and summaries. Task   Table 3 shows automatic evaluation metrics for our model and baselines. CODE-NN outperforms all the other methods in terms of METEOR and BLEU-4 score. We attribute this to its ability to perform better content selection, focusing on the more salient parts of the code by using its attention mechanism jointly with its LSTM memory cells. The neural models have better performance on C# than SQL. This is in part because, unlike SQL, C# code contains informative intermediate variable names that are directly related to the objective of the code. On the other hand, SQL is more challenging in that it only has a handful of keywords and functions, and summarization models need to rely on other structural aspects of the code. Informativeness and naturalness scores for each model from our human evaluation study are presented in Table 4 . In general, CODE-NN performs well across both dimensions. Its superior performance in terms of informativeness further supports our claim that it manages to select content more effectively. Although SUM-NN performs similar to CODE-NN on naturalness, its output lacks content and has very little variation (see Section 7.4), which also explains its surprisingly low Table 6 : MRR values for the Language to Code (L to C) and the Code to Language (C to L) tasks using the C# dataset of Allamanis et al. (2015b) score on informativeness. Task   Table 5 shows the MRR on the RET task for CODE-NN and RET-IR, averaged over 20 runs for C# and SQL. CODE-NN outperforms the baseline by about 16% for C# and SQL. RET-IR can only output code snippets that are annotated with NL as potential matches. On the other hand, CODE-NN can rank even unannotated code snippets and nominate them as potential candidates. Hence, it can leverage vast amounts of such code available in online repositories like Github. To speed up retrieval when using CODE-NN , it could be one of the later stages in a multi-stage retrieval system and candidates may also be ranked in parallel.
Results

GEN
RET
Comparison with Allamanis et al.
We train CODE-NN on their dataset and evaluate using the same MRR testing framework (see Table 6). Our model performs significantly better for the Language to Code task (L to C) and slightly better for the Code to Language task (C to L). The attention mechanism together with the LSTM network is able to generate better scores for (language, code) pairs. Figure 3 shows the relative magnitudes of the attention weights (α i,j ) for example C# and SQL code snippets while generating their corresponding summaries. Figure 3: Heatmap of attention weights α i,j for example C# (left) and SQL (right) code snippets. The model learns to align key summary words (like cell) with the corresponding tokens in the input (SelectedCells).
Qualitative Analysis
high-quality content selection by aligning key summary words with informative tokens in the code snippet. Table 8 shows examples of the output generated by our model and baselines for code snippets in DEV. Most of the models produce meaningful output for simple code snippets (first example) but degrade on longer, compositional inputs. For example, the last SQL query listed in Table 8 includes a subquery, where a complete description should include both summing and concatenation. CODE-NN describes the summation (but not concatenation), while others return non-relevant descriptions.
Finally, we performed manual error analysis on 50 randomly selected examples from DEV (Table 7) for each language. Redundancy is a major source of error, i.e., generation of extraneous content-bearing phrases, along with missing content, e.g., in the last example of Table 8 there is no reference to the concatenation operations present in the beginning of the query. Sometimes the output from our model can be out of context, in the sense that it does not match the input code. This often happens for low frequency tokens (7% of cases), for which CODE-NN realizes them with generic phrases. This also happens when there are very long range dependencies or compositional structures in the input, such as nested queries (13% of the cases).
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented CODE-NN , an endto-end neural attention model using LSTMs to Our model outperforms competitive baselines and achieves state of the art performance on automatic metrics, namely METEOR and BLEU, as well as on a human evaluation study. We also used CODE-NN to answer programming questions by retrieving the most appropriate code snippets from a corpus, and beat previous baselines for this task in terms of MRR. We have published our C# and SQL datasets, the accompanying human annotated test sets, and our code for the tasks described in this paper.
In future work, we plan to develop better models for capturing the structure of the input, as well as extend the use of our system to other applications such as automatic documentation of source code. 
